Molecular Mechanism of Conductance Enhancement in Narrow Cation-Selective Membrane Channels.
Membrane proteins known as ryanodine receptors (RyRs) display large conductance of ∼1 nS and nearly ideal charge selectivity. Both properties are inversely correlated in other large-conductance but nonselective biological nanopores (i.e., α-hemolysin) used as industrial biosensors. Although recent cryo-electron microscopy structures of RyR2 show similarities to K+- and Na+-selective channels, it remains unclear whether similar ion conduction mechanisms occur in RyR2. Here, we combine microseconds of all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with mutagenesis and electrophysiology experiments to investigate large K+ conductance and charge selectivity (cation vs anion) in an open-state structure of RyR2. Our results show that a water-mediated knock-on mechanism enhances the cation permeation. The polar Q4863 ring may function as a confinement zone amplifying charge selectivity, while the cytoplasmic vestibule can contribute to the efficiency of the cation attraction. We also provide direct evidence that the rings of acidic residues at the channel vestibules are critical for both conductance and charge discrimination in RyRs.